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  Real GDP grew at a 2.6% annual rate in Q3.  A positive GDP following two negative quarters is a good thing, 

no question.  However, GDP, the official scorecard of our economy, is a report whose headline number is 
often more or less than its parts. As they say, the devil is in the details. And the details of the Q3 report 
weren’t all that great and it may be difficult to post another positive result next quarter. 
 
Three factors accounted for the Q3 rebound. Auto production accelerated as the supply of semiconductors 
became available (pent up demand stemming from supply chain disruption); service spending continued to 
grow as a share of consumer spending (rotation in spending pattern); and net exports surged (imports 
declined 6.9% and exports rose 14.4%).  The bulk of the Q3 GDP increase stemmed from a shrinking U.S. 
international trade deficit.  All three are not likely to provide repeat performances in the coming quarters. 
 
The GDP growth in Q3 supports the case that our economy is not yet in recession, but also signals 
turbulence ahead.  For example, the Dollar has strengthened substantially vis-a-vis other major currencies 
and this will likely limit future purchases by foreigners while making foreign goods relatively inexpensive for 
Americans. Thus, the latest print of a 14.4% quarterly increase in exports and a 6.9% decrease in imports is 
not likely repeated. Further, while consumption was also up in Q3, it’s hard to foresee growth in consumer 
purchasing power when (inflation-adjusted) income is falling, and consumers have exhausted their unspent 
savings associated with the Covid slowdown and the extra savings balances held in bank accounts from the 
government stimulus checks in 2020-2021.   
 
With the Fed maintaining its steadfast hawkish posture, it will certainly need to keep raising rates to bring 
inflation back into its target range.  With home building and commercial construction declining at 26.4% and 
15.4% annual rates in Q3 respectively, two vibrant components of the economy are not likely to provide a 
short term boost.  The Fed has a tough job.  Engineering a soft landing given an array of headwinds will be a 
difficult task   To accomplish this however, we are certain that Fed Chair Powell would welcome a helping 
hand from his fiscal friends.   

 



 

 

 

POSITIVE DEVELOPMENTS 

 Social Security Administration officials announced Thursday that the cost-of-living adjustment, or 
COLA, for Social Security benefits will be 8.7% in 2023. 

 A week ago last Friday, the Fed appeared to have started to retreat a bit from the widely expected 
scenario that the Fed will raise .75bps twice before pausing. That day, the S&P 500 rallied 2.37% to 
3,752.75 as the 2-year US Treasury note yield fell to 4.50% from 4.61% on Thursday. The strong 
performance was sparked by the WSJ article titled “Fed Set to Raise Rates by 0.75 Point and Debate 
Size of Future Hikes” by the Journal's ace Fed watcher, Nick Timiraos.  Nick suggested that some Fed 
officials are realizing that the party line might be excessively hawkish…lo and behold, the market 
rallied! 

 Industrial production increased 0.4% in September hitting a new record high and signaling that the 
US economy is not yet in a recession. September’s increase rose the most since April, led by a jump 
in manufacturing as auto production rebounded. Motor vehicle assembly reached 10.7M units 
annualized, up from 7.7M a year ago, indicating strong momentum. The improvement in factory 
activity went beyond autos, transcending several durable goods sectors. Moreover, data from prior 
months were revised up as well adding to the healthy headline gain of 0.4%. 
 

 

NEUTRAL DEVELOPMENTS 

 A September 23 post on The Street reported, “According to the Stock Trader’s Almanac … September 
is the worst month for stocks. … Since 1950, October has been the 7th worst month for returns. 
However, returns are substantially better than usual in mid-term election years, with the S&P 500 
and NASDAQ returning 2.7% and 3.1% on average.  

 Median prices are falling. Last week, S&P Case Shiller reported their biggest-ever month-on-month 
decline of 1.1% between July and August. Year-on-year house price inflation fell from 15.6% to 13.0%. 
August was the 2nd consecutive month home prices dropped; this last happened in 2012. 

 



 

 

 

NEGATIVE DEVELOPMENTS 

 The Census Bureau reports that new home construction fell 8.1% in September the lowest level since 
the start of the pandemic. The data comes as higher mortgage rates weigh on home affordability. 
Mortgage rates have more than doubled this year, with the average rate on a 30-year fixed-rate loan 
rising above 6% in September for the first time since 2008, according to Freddie Mac. 

 Existing home sales declined 1.5% in September to a 4.71M a/r.  Sales are down 23.8% versus a year 
ago. The median price of an existing home fell to $384K in September but is up 8.4% YOY. Note, 
existing home sales fell for the 8th month in a row in September, posting the longest streak of declines 
since 2007. Note, the FHLMC reports that the 30 yr.  fixed mortgage rate is up over 380bps since the 
start of this year, the most since September 1981 

 The Dollar continues to gain strength. The JP Morgan trade-weighted dollar is up approximately 14% 
YOY.  Many companies with overseas sales are becoming concerned as this weigh on profits.  A 
company with 50% of its sales and earnings abroad would see a 14% drop in those earnings in dollars 
and a 7% drop in total earnings compared to a year ago given the Dollar’s strength. Much of the 
Dollar’s strength is due to the hawkish posture of the Fed on inflation than vis-à-vis their counterparts 
in Europe and Japan. 

 Rents have climbed high enough to severely restrict demand. According to the WSJ, the Q3 one-year 
change in rental unit occupancy rose the least since 2009. In big cities, rental demand is strongest in 
New York and weakest in LA and Chicago. Rents are up nationally by 25% in the past two years. This 
is a key component of CPI.  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Chart of the Month – Who Americans Spend Their Time With 
 
Based on a US Bureau of Labor Statistics survey, this month’s chart plots the number of hours per day we spend with one another as 
we age. Humans thrive for social relationships, however, who we spend time with changes drastically throughout our lifetime. 
 
The chart shows that in our teen years, or under 18, is a nuclear for spending time with family and friends. 20–25-year-olds, or around 
the age of entering the workforce, is max peak for spending time with co-workers and there is less time spent alone. 
 
In the early 30’s, American’s spend equal time with their co-workers and partner, and as much time alone as they have with children. 
By age 35 time spent with both your children and partners adds up to 7.5 hours per day. 
 
In Middle to Old age, time with children and co-workers fade over time, consistent with children growing up and starting their own 
family, and as careers age and retirement looms. After age 55, the most time is spent with partner’s and being alone. By the time 
someone reaches 80, their daily minutes of being alone goes up to 477 (8 hours a day). 
 
 

 
 
Source: https://www.visualcapitalist.com/who-americans-spend-their-time-with/ 
 
 
 



 

 

THE MARKETS 
 
Standard & Poor’s reports that since 1928, the S&P 500 fell 
1.1% on average during September, by far the worst 
performance of any month. Octobers, Novembers, and 
Decembers were up 0.5%, 0.6%, and 1.4% on average. The 
holiday purchase seasons pop in the market, is commonly 
referred to as the Santa Claus rally period.  This Santa Claus 
rally phenomenon tends to be even more likely following 
midterm elections. Since 1942, during each of the 3-month, 
6-month, and 12-month periods following each of the 20 
midterm elections, the S&P 500 was up on average by 7.6%, 
14.1%, and 14.9%. 
 
In reality, the markets would welcome a GOP midterm 
sweep.  A Senate and House reversal in leadership would 
likely proffer: 1) take tax increases on corporations and 
others off the table, 2) an increase in defense spending, 3) 
increases in energy infrastructure permitting and  4) reduce 
the odds of legislation regulating tech companies. 
 
On the international front, European markets were broadly 
higher in October while Asian markets were lower across 
the board.  Japan however, managed to post a healthy 6.4% 
gain last month.   
 

 

 
 

U.S Index Last Month (% return) YTD (%) 

S&P 500 8.0 -18.8 

Dow Jones 13.9 -9.9 

NASDAQ Comp 3.8 -29.8 

Russell 2000 10.9 -17.8 

 
Source: https://tradingeconomics.com/stocks 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 

NEWS YOU CAN USE 
 

   

 
On October 31st, the Powerball 
topped $1 billion for just the second 
time in its 30-year history. The odds 
of winning the jackpot are just one in 
292.2 million. If you win, you can take 
a lump sum payout or 30 annual 
payments over 29 years. The after-
tax lump sum payout is estimated to 
be $497.3 million. If taken over 29 
years, the winner would receive 
roughly $33.3 million each year pre-
tax. The largest jackpot ever won was 
$1.586 billion in January 2016. 
 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/carliep
orterfield/2022/10/31/powerball-
jackpot-hits-1-billion-heres-how-
much-a-winner-would-actually-take-
home-after-taxes/?sh=62883c0810f4 
 

 
China launched the final module to 
complete its own space station, 
Tiangong. Tiangong, meaning 
“Heavenly Place” is estimated to be 
finished by the end of the year. China 
has put billions into its space station 
and programs, including intentions of 
sending humans to the moon. China 
does not have a set plan for global 
cooperation on the scale of the 
International Space Station, but it is 
open to foreign collaboration. 
 
https://phys.org/news/2022-10-
china-space-moon.html 
 

 
In Game 2 of the World Series 
between the Astros and the Phillies, 
umpire Pat Hoberg, called a “perfect 
game” behind the plate. Hoberg 
called all 129 pitches correctly (ball or 
strike) during the 5-2 Astros victory. 
This was the first time Hoberg stood 
behind the plate in a World Series 
game, which, with a championship on 
the line, you want the best umpires 
calling balls and strikes. 
 
https://www.cbssports.com/mlb/new
s/world-series-2022-umpire-pat-
hoberg-called-a-perfect-game-
behind-the-plate-in-game-2/ 
 

 

As always, if I can be of additional guidance, please feel free to call me at 312.485.6847. 

Best regards, 

 

Kim W. Suchy 

CEO | Cornerstone Asset Management Group 
5411 Commonwealth Ave; Western Springs, IL 60558 

 
 
 

 

Investment advisory services offered through Ausdal Financial Partners, Inc. 5187 Utica Ridge Rd, Davenport, IA. 52807, 563‐326‐2064. Member FINRA/SIPC. Cornerstone 
Asset Management Group and Ausdal Financial Partners, Inc. are independently owned and operated. Ausdal Financial Partners, Inc. does not accept buy, sell or cancel 
orders by email, or any instructions by e‐mail that would require your signature 

Note to readers: Investing involves risk; including risk of loss. Before investing, you should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses associated with 
investment products. Investment decisions should be based on an individual’s own goals, time horizon, liquidity needs and tolerance for risk. Past performance is no 
guarantee of future results. Diversification and asset allocation do not insure a profit or guarantee against loss. Consult your financial professional before making any 
investments. 

   


